
   

 RedPill Simulations New Operator 

Purchase Term Sheet

 
Number of Units: ____________________________________ 
 
Price:   ____________________________________ 
 
Delivery window: ____________________________________ 
 
All service included in service contract. 
 
Service contract: First 6 months free.    ________________ per year thereafter.  

 
Service contract* includes all software upgrades, all new game builds, free hardware repairs to any 
damage not due to misuse or neglect, hardware upgrades** at reduced rates, and all semi-annual 
and annual inspections. 
 
Buyer agrees to pay for the first two years of service contract after the 6-month free introductory 
period.            ________ initials 
 
Additional years of service are voluntary, however, free game loads alone will be more than worth 
the cost of the service contract. 
 
Purchase price includes all required hardware and software EXCEPT main processor (a PC meeting 
the minimum system requirements) and VR goggles, which must be purchased separately, either 
from RedPill Simulations or another vendor. The processor and goggles should then be dedicated 
for sole use by the NemoSine simulator. 
           _________initials 
 
Buyer agrees to never attempt to decompile, hack into or otherwise attempt to defeat or disrupt 
any RedPill Simulations software.       _________initials 
 
Buyer agrees to install only RedPill Simulations approved software onto any NemoSine Processor. 

_________initials 
 

Buyer is aware that the NemoSine simulator they are purchasing is a piece of heavy equipment that 
operates and moves electronically, sometimes at high speed and large force. Improper or 
unauthorized use of a NemoSine simulator can result in injury or death. Buyer agrees that any 
operation of their NemoSine simulator must be by a properly trained operator.   
           _________initials 
 
Buyer agrees to lock or sufficiently restrict access to any unsupervised NemoSine simulator 
whenever any unauthorized people may be in its presence.    _________initials 
 
Seller agrees to train up to 5 people to be NemoSine operators on the day of installation and at a 
time convenient to the RedPill installation technician.  Training of additional persons can be 
conducted during regular inspections, for free, or for a nominal fee at other times. _________initials 
 
 



RedPill Simulations offers the preceding terms, which have been analyzed to maximize our 
respective and mutually desired success. Our expectation is that early reliability and value will 
result in orders for additional units as you observe the value that your first Nemosine Simulator 
delivers.  
 
 
 
* Requires participation in the RedPill Simulations Quality Assurance Program (see addendum). 
 
** Hardware upgrades are voluntary unless considered safety-related. Hardware upgrades 
delivered as part of our service contract will be 
 
 
Addendum (Quality Assurance Program) 
 
 


